Martinez Associates is growing and looking for more CSU Rams to work with!

Openings for field inspectors and technicians to work on construction sites to train and gain experience in testing soil, concrete, reinforcing steel, masonry, and laboratory testing in our Golden, Colorado office. We are also looking for candidates to work on our projects in the Fort Collins and Greeley area.

We are looking for current undergraduate students and graduates of the College of Natural Resources that are interested in employment with our firm. We are hiring paid field interns and full-time entry level field staff.

Field responsibilities will consist of testing physical properties of concrete such as slump, air content and compressive strength, and testing for moisture content and/or density of soil and asphalt. Various field special inspections such as reinforcing steel, masonry, and piers may also be performed. Laboratory duties will consist of testing physical properties of soil, concrete and asphalt. Site Investigations entail permitting, scheduling, logging and sampling of the soils and bedrock.

Must have valid driver’s license and good motor vehicle record.

Learn more at www.martineztesting.com

Please email resumes to gtateyama@martineztesting.com